OBJECT  To win, be the first player to place all of your cargo pieces on the Stellosphere Spacecraft!

SET UP

1. Insert the post through the bottom of the base board. Place the base board in the middle of the table so all players can reach it.

2. Set the Stellosphere Spacecraft on top of the post so it is balanced.

3. Each player takes all the cargo pieces of a particular color. If there are two players, each player takes all the cargo pieces of two colors.

4. Give the spinner to the youngest player.

The youngest player goes first!

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.
ON YOUR TURN  Spin the spinner:

If you spin a location on the Stellosphere Spacecraft, place ANY one of your cargo pieces in that location of the Stellosphere Spacecraft without any cargo pieces falling off. If any cargo pieces fall off, see the STELLOSHERE SPILL instructions below.

If you spin a type of cargo, place a cargo piece of that type ANYWHERE on the Stellosphere Spacecraft without any cargo pieces falling off. If any cargo pieces fall off, see the STELLOSHERE SPILL instructions below. If you do not have a cargo piece of that type, your turn is over.

STELLOSHERE SPILL
If any cargo pieces fall off the Stellosphere Spacecraft on your turn, you must take all of them and add them to your cargo pieces. You must take the cargo pieces even if they are not the same colors of cargo pieces you started the game with.

ENDING THE GAME The first player to successfully place all their cargo pieces on the Stellosphere Spacecraft wins!